
   Get an end-to-end walkthrough in the UiPath Platform Demo  
 

    The only platform built for hyperautomation 

 
Product What it does Example 

Discover 

Automation Hub  Crowdsource automation ideas in a single portal  
to manage progress and see value 

A customer generated 1000 valid RPA ideas 
in 1 quarter 

Task Capture  Record and map processes, & automatically create 
process documentation (included w/Automation Hub) 

Customers ca n slash automation 
documentation time by 60% 

Task Mining Uncover automation opportunities by using AI to 
understand how people get work done 

Avoid spending 75% of your automation 
budget on expensive teams to uncover 
ideas 

Process Mining Uncover automation opportunities by understanding 
business applications data 

A customer cuts audit prep time by as much 
as 50% by discovering process 
improvements 

Build 

Studio Advanced RPA Developers design automations 
visually, building simple or advanced automations.  
Add AI to enhance robot capability for more scenarios 

88% faster in building an automation to 
production 

StudioX Automation users chip in as Citizen Developers by 
automating their own Excel & Outlook tasks with 
predefined templates 

By saving automation users just 20 minutes 
a day, a business with 10,000+ employees 
can save $30M+ a year 

Studio Pro Create automated test cases from your RPA workflows 
to check their resilience against application and 
environment changes 

Reduce robot maintenance by 70% with 
automated testing 

Document 
Understanding  

With AI, you can extract, interpret, understand, and 
process data from PDFs, images, handwriting, and 
scans 

Organizations deploying intelligent 
document processing reduce 35% of cost 
spent on manual document processing 

 
Manage  

Orchestrator  Manage, monitor, and optimize your digital workforce  Schedule bots to work 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week  

Automation 
Cloud 

Securely deploy and manage automations from 
anywhere, at scale. On-premises, IaaS/PaaS, SaaS, 
and hybrid options. 

You can be up and running in less than 1 
minute, and focus on automation, not 
infrastructure 

Orchestrator 
Mobile 

Manage your digital workforce on the go Reduce time responding to Orchestration 
events 

AI Fabric  Deploy artificial intelligence capabilities to production 
quickly using UiPath, making your robots smarter 

Customers can see 3X ROI on AI 
investments, 28%+ premium on 
value/revenue ratio, price/earnings ratio, and 
price/sales ratios 

Test Suite Automate and centralize testing to ensure the quality  
of every automation and application before it goes live 

Reduce robot maintenance  
by 70% with automated testing 

 
 

Run 

Robots   Your digital helpers executing attended (AT) and 
unattended (UA) automations 

Robots have 3X capacity by working around 
the clock 

Engage 

Action Center Robots check in with you for direction, pausing long-
running workflows and moving on to other tasks until  
it’s time to pick the job back up 

Broaden your automation scope by 50% by 
giving humans and robots an easy way to 
interact for exceptions, validations, 
escalations, and approvals 

Assistant Gives employees basic capability to start, stop, and 
manage automations on their own from their desktops 

Customer saved over 34 million euros in first 
2 years of activity with 400+ robots 

Chatbots  Fulfill customer requests end-to-end, 24x7 Increase customer request handling 
capacity by 3X and achieve 100% back-end 
accuracy without any human error 

 
 Measure 

Insights Powerful embedded analytics to accurately measure, 
report and forecast RPA operations and business ROI 

Increase robot license utilization an average 
of 50% to maximize RPA efficiency 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYLG-AiBBA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYLG-AiBBA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYLG-AiBBA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRvhL1N3xdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-gTinxuZfA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx5HTgzucQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=476czZcxrQE
https://www.uipath.com/product/studio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpNQp2M4JNM
https://www.uipath.com/product/test-suite
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiqaKeXuIos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiqaKeXuIos
https://www.uipath.com/product/orchestrator
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ku7uDuBzDx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ku7uDuBzDx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5l6cIL8hb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5l6cIL8hb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNmIwN03O4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCxi3Nb1Nsk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbEZj3XybwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppZJfEgO710
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CTjEsCprsM
https://www.uipath.com/product/chatbots-automation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8en5L9aKY8I

